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2.1  AHO Matrix Comments
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2.2  Updated Renderings AERIAL
View without trees

View with trees

Solar panels 

Updated Connector and perimeter wall 

design to emphasize entrance.

   See Sections 2.3 & 2.6 

(pages 9-11 & 14-15) for more details.

   See Section 2.5 

(page 13) for more details.

Slope of path to front entrance is 

blended into the grading of the south 

yard landscape.

Studied reducing projection to 3-bay 

design, but kept 4-bay design given 

interior unit layout.

Refined west elevation of addition to 

blend façade below soffit and moved 

public art to perimeter wall.

   See Sections 2.3 & 2.6 

(pages 9-11 & 14-15) for more details.
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See Section 2.6     

(page 15) for more details.

Moved public art to perimeter walls near 

site entrances. Note: public art in rendering 

is a stock image. Please refer to Section 2.6 

(page 14) for mosaic precedents.

Masonry pillars will have ornamental 

tops for added emphasis.

Illuminated “116” signage to further 

emphasize main site entrance.

Widened primary entrance along Norfolk 

Street and eliminated existing small 

gate. Access into south yard will be open 

rather than gated to provide ease of 

entry for all residents, with and without 

mobility aids.

NORFOLK ST. & SUFFOLK ST.
View without trees

View with trees

Refined west elevation of addition to 

blend facade above and below soffit.

Color of new building changed to 

“Hudson Bay Blue,” which is less gray 

and more blue.

Added metal picket fence on existing 

Suffolk St. perimeter wall in order 

to balance a sense of privacy and 

transparency.

Soffit height of projection and column 

height of existing porch are aligned in 

order to create one sightline and make 

the building entrance more spacious. See 

Section 2.3 (pages 9-11) for more details.

Example artwork, David Fichter
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Mosaic wrapping around corner of perimeter wall 

at site entrance on Suffolk Street. Note: public 

art in rendering is a stock image. Please refer to 

Section 2.6 (page 14) for mosaic precedents.

Refined detail of window frames.

• 1st floor: decreased size of frame above 
window to improve window and frame 
proportion; added reveal detail.

• 2nd floor: decreased size of frame above 
window to improve window and frame 
proportion.

Windows dimensions are designed to relate to the 

existing building. They are largest on the bottom 

floor and become smaller on higher floors.

• 1st floor: 7’-1” tall x 3’-2” wide

• 2nd floor: 6’-7” tall x 3’-2” wide

• 3rd floor: 4’-11” tall x 3’-2” wide

SUFFOLK ST
View without trees

View with trees

Added metal picket fence on existing Suffolk 

St. perimeter wall in order to balance a sense of 

privacy and transparency.
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Window-to-wall ratio is 22% on the new 

building, versus 18% on the existing 

building.

See Section 2.4 (pages 12) for details.

SUFFOLK ST. & NORFOLK ST.
View without trees

View with trees

WORCESTER ST
View without trees

View with trees

We considered changes to the cornice 

design, but kept as is. We feel it 

creates a simpler, more regular outline 

to match the form of the existing 

building while providing additional 

interest to the new building through 

the detailing at the underside of the 

cornice.

Public art added on perimeter wall as you 

approach site from east. Note: public art in 

rendering is a stock image. Please refer to 

Section 2.6 (page 14) for mosaic precedents.
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NORTH YARD TERRACE 
View without trees

View with trees

Expanded glazing in the Connector so that it reads as bands of metal 

panels alternating with bands of glass at each floor.

Reduced scale of curtain wall assembly so that it no longer reads as a 

continuous massing from bottom to top.

Plantings in front of terrace railing help soften the transition between 

the yard and the terrace.

Horizontality of the Connector helps link the existing and new 

buildings.
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2.3  Projection Study

3-WINDOW PROJECTION
Units 217 and 317 are reduced from 370 sqft to 335 sqft become difficult to furnish, especially the placement of a 

dining table.

The 3-bay design reduces the sense of crowding at the Connector, but it creates an alcove that will often be in shadow 

and reduces natural light to units 217 and 317 which only have two windows.
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EXTEND PROJECTION INTO GROUND
     Appears more seamless from Norfolk Street.

     Heightens sense of crowding at entrance as seen from Suffolk Street.
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4-WINDOW PROJECTION & CONNECTOR
Raised the bottom of the projection/soffit height to align with the top of porch columns to 

create one sightline and reduce the sense of crowding at the main entrance.

Enlarged door (6’ wide) and canopy (6’ wide x 4’ deep).

Added signage on canopy to emphasize entrance.

Increased glazing on Connector so it reads as bands of metal panels alternating with bands of 

glass at each floor, and reduces scale of curtain wall assembly.

Maintained horizontality of Connector to link the existing and new buildings.

Updated glass frit design at entrance to allow transparency while providing some privacy for 

residents picking up letters and packages in the mailroom.

Previous Design

Updated Design

Note: Plantings at entry and in front of porch are 

removed to clarify building design.
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2.4 Cornice Study

CORNICE
As recommended by the Planning Board, we studied having the cornice line follow the massing 

below. After review, we propose to maintain the cornice as originally designed. The cornice takes the 

path that it does in order to give a simpler, more regular, outline to the addition.  In this way, it helps 

relate the addition to the simple, regular form of the existing building.  In addition, by not strictly 

following the path of the walls below it, the relationship between the cornice and the walls changes 

as you walk around the building, making its overall form more interesting.

Sketch study

Cornice relationship between new and existing building

Cornice as originally designed

Cornice relationship to new building massing

Sketch study Cornice as originally designed
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2.5 Landscape Plan

Plantings in front of terrace railing help soften 

the transition between the yard and the terrace.

Tree to remain

New tree

Pick-up / Drop-off: Route to front entrance via 

sloped path is fully accessble.

• Overall sidewalk width is approximately 7’-5”, 

with a 4’-1” width of the sidewalk between 

the street tree well and the site wall. This 

complies with the minimum 48” width 

required for accessibility.
One tree, which our arborist noted as “low 

vigor” and in “fair / poor” condition that 

had old storm damage, will be removed and 

replaced for construction access. 

Norfolk Street main entrance  

(widened double-width, no gate)
Slope of path to front entrance is blended into 

the grading of the south yard landscape.

• Most direct path from the street to front 

entrance.

• Less than 1:20 slope, no ramp or handrails 

required.
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2.6 Perimeter Walls & Public Art
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SUFFOLK ST

PUBLIC ART LOCATIONS
A: Next to primary site entrance on Norfolk Street

B: Wrapping the corner of the perimeter wall, by secondary entrance on   

     Suffolk Street

C: At northeast corner on Worcester Street

WORCESTER ST
EXAMPLE ARTWORK

Amanda Edwards

Boston Children’s Hospital

Joshua Winer

Claypit Hill Elementary School, Wayland, MA

David Fichter

625 Putnam Ave, Cambridge. HRI
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2.7 Fly Ash Information

TE30048341 2/22

SUSTAINABILITY LOOKS BEAUTIFUL
TruExterior® Siding & Trim products are a sustainable, long-lasting, 
durable siding solution that offers the look of wood for undeniable 
curb appeal. Our products are manufactured using renewable energy 
credits and alternative energy sources. In addition, all wastewater is 
treated in state-of-the-art water management systems. What’s good 
for the earth is good for our business.

 Sustainable properties of TruExterior products are 

a result of proprietary polymer chemistry and highly 

refined, recovered coal combustion products (fly 

ash), which are endorsed by the U.S. Green Building 

Council (USGBC) for use in construction materials.

 Contains a minimum of 70% recycled content—

verified by SCS Global Services.

 Produced in a state-of-the-art LEED Silver certified 

facility and may qualify for LEED points.

TruExterior.com
Made in the USA

SIDING & ACCESSORIES
TRIM & MOULDINGS
ROOFING
STONE
WINDOWS
OUTDOOR LIVING 

WestlakeRoyalBuildingProducts.com

© 2022 Westlake Royal Building Products

We are using TruExterior Siding & Trim, a fly ash product, for the exterior trim at 116 Norfolk, which will be above the 

brick base, around the windows, the underside of the projection, and at the cornice. Fly ash is an electric generation 

power plant byproduct that forms cement when combined with water. The product is endorsed by the U.S. Green 

Building Council (USGBC) for use in construction materials and contains a minimum of 70% recycled content.

Product information

Fly ash locations
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